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Good morning Mr. Patrick Wruck,
BCUC Commission Secretary.
Thank you for our telephone conversation this morning, I’m afraid my head was not on my
shoulders, as I wanted to discuss the following request for consideration by the BCUC
Commission Panel and ICBC.
In the past ICBC has hosted an “Informal Information presentation” to discuss the Revenue
Requirement particulars. Personally I have found these presentations highly informative. For
me these past informal presentations have helped form my focus on Information Request
matters.
It is understood from the Regulatory Timetable Appendix A to BCUC General Order G‐1‐
19, time is of the essence. I believe should the BCUC Commission Panel and ICBC agree, an
informal presentation would contribute to reducing Information Requests and responses.
I would like to propose this informal presentation happens at least one week before any
Information Requests. I realize this may cause a minor shift perhaps by one week in the
overall timetable. But again I believe this may prove to save time, while contributing to
improve the hearing efficiency and expedite the conclusion to the hearing process.
Given that this current 2019 RRA is very significant in many factors, such as the proposed
6.3% rate increase ahead of the new Rate Design impacts due to come into effect in
September I believe. Also the vast numbers of Government Directives leading to this RRA and
the Rate Design, Chapter 9 “Government Initiatives” in context to Chapter 2 “Legislative and
Regulatory Framework”, a presentation would help immensely to understand the overall and
collective context going forward. I am completely overwhelmed by the Technical Appendix
E.0 “Product Reform Costing Report (Ernst & Young November 2018)”. Having the complex
report disseminated by ICBC in such a meeting I am sure would be highly beneficial to all
attendees. Further ICBC is discussing in great detail changes to their reporting, Chapter 8
“Performance Measures and Transitional Reporting” and Road Safety Chapter 5. Chapter 10A
& B are of concern especially moving forward towards September when the new Rate Design
is due to commence.
All of which is respectfully offered for consideration by the Commission Panel and ICBC,
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